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Abstract 

~nud;Pende.nt evidence of changes in sea level and tidal range in the Bay of 
C0r Y dunng the last 9000 years is used to evaluate the lithologies in 17 

es ll'om the sublittoral part of Chignecto Bay. The composite tidal se- 
quence identified is complex because of changes from microtidal through 

~2~ s°!idal to macrotidal conditions associated with changing water depths 
suite .1_ 

Pos~ tne complex stratigraphy, lithology correlates well with the de- 
at mOnal environment on a bed-by-bed basis. We postulate that such vari- 

lOllS ltl " 

fro- tidal range are important to the interpretation of "tidalite" deposits 
~n the geologic record. 

Introduction 

h E a X • i v e  and complex sequences of fine-grained sediments 
r,~. een deposited under sublittoral (subtidal) conditions in 
"-ulgnecto Bay, Bay of Fundy, Canada (Fig. l). The se- 
quence Was unexpected given the "classic" depositional models 
developed for macrotidal estuaries dominated by a sandy, 
Upward'fining littoral (intertidal) sequence and sublittoral de- 
Posits of cross-bedded coarse sand 11-6]. However, these 
~a °dels oversimplify the Holocene stratigraphy of Chignecto 

Y and ma - y reflect a general lack of data m previous studies 
of the sublittoral zone. 

NUmerous investigators [7-11] have provided evidence of 
COnsiderable changes in tidal amplitude and, by inference, 
Peak tidal flows in the Bay of Fundy during the last 15,000 

arS (Fig. 2). The 11.3-m spring tidal range of Chignecto 
is a relativel modem feature that came into being circa Y 

,~O0-4000 years B.p. It is predated by mesotidal conditions 
t~u00-6000 years B.P.), by an earlier phase of macrotidal 
COnditions (circa 9000 years rap.) and, during deglaciation, 

by microtidal conditions. Thus as we now perceive it, the 
littoral zone is a modem phenomenon reflecting only the lat- 
ter part of the evolution of the bay. 

Hansen and Rattray [12] have shown changes in estuarine 
circulation and stratification as tidal influences change. Other 
investigators [ 13-15] have demonstrated the differences in 
sedimentation patterns that result from such changes. De- 
tailed stratigraphy of the sublittoral sequence is, therefore, 
dependent on the variation in current speed and wave climate 
with respect to time [16]. 

In mesotidat estuaries dominated by fine-grained sedi- 
ments, such as those in the North Sea described by Reineck 
[6], the sublittoral stratigraphic section is composed of chan- 
nel sands and finer-grained channel wall deposits. Similar 
sediments from the Netherlands are not characterized by a 
fining-upward macrosequence, and instead abundant ero- 
sional surfaces with complex stratigraphies prevail [16,17]. 

Thus, it seems probable that the complex patterns of sub- 
littoral deposits in Chignecto Bay reflect the changing pat- 
terns of estuarine circulation and the lack of coarse-grained 
sediment in the system. Our study of the Chignecto Bay sub- 
littoral deposits was undertaken to: 1) evaluate the relation- 
ship of the lithology of dated horizons in the preserved se- 
quence to changing sea-level and tidal range, and 2) develop 
a composite-type section of the Chignecto Bay tidal deposits 
for comparison with existing "tidalite" models. 

Setting 

Chignecto Bay forms the northernmost extension of the Bay 
of Fundy system (Fig. 1). It encompasses an area of 500 km 2 
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4 4 o  Figure 1. The location of 
Chignecto Bay, Bay of FundY' 
indicating the locations of vi" 
brocores used in this study and 
the position of the transect il- 
lustrated in Figure 3. 

and is subject to a mean spring tidal range of 11.3 m. Peak 
nearbed (Urn) tidal flows vary between 100 and 125 cm/s .  
The water column is well mixed and has the characteristics 
of estuarine model type C described by Pritchard [ 18]. Flows 
show strong residual patterns that are flood-dominant along 
the eastern and western margins of the bay and ebb-dominant 

along the central axis [ 19]. The outer bay experiences waves 
with a peak significant wave height of 3 m (8 s period), which 
become attenuated to 1,5 m (8 s period) in the inner baY. 
Storm waves result in significant coastal erosion and the re- 
suspension of bottom sediment [191. The input of fresh water 
is limited (10 to 100 cfs) and, thus, the salinity of the estuary 
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Figure 2. A proposed sea-level 
curve  for  the uppe r  Bay of  
Fundy/Chignecto  Bay region. 
The postulated tidal ranges for 
the period 9000 years B.P. to the 
present time are also shown 
based on independent studies 
reported in the text. The C14 
datings of horizons within the 
vibrocores  are shown  in the 
depth/age position. It is on the 
basis of  these data points that 
the environment of  deposition 
(littoral or sublittoral) is inter- 
preted. Squares refer to unit G3, 
crosses refer to unit G2, and 
triangles refer to unit G1. 

.fluctuates between narrow limits (30.to 31.5 ppt). The region 
ts ice-infested during the winter months, during which time 
t20 . 
,, nSXderable mechanical abrasion of the intertidal zone takes 
p~ace. Pan ice, which can cover the entire bay, transports 
tnaterial to the sublittoral zone by the process of ice rafting 
[201. 

57Qhignecto Bay is surrounded by steep eroding cliffs up to 
rn high, which are composed of Paleozoic fluvio-deltaic 

sedlrnents and volcanics overlain by a thin cover of Wis- 
COnsin-Late Wisconsin ablation till and glacio-fluvial sedi- 
~erlts [21]. These cliffs, which are being eroded at rates be- 
tween 0.4 and 1.0 trl/yr, supply the majority of the clastic 

material to the bay [22]. A total annual volume of 1.03 x 
106 m 3 is released by cliff erosion. The major part of this 
supply is composed of fine-grained particles. 

Sea-level changes in the upper Bay of Fundy are well es- 
tablished (Fig. 2). The documented fluctuations are consid- 
ered to be due to the isostatic effects of deglaciation [21,23]. 
Maximum submergence of the bay occurred immediately after 
local deglaciation, circa 13,500 years B.P. Highest high-water 
(HHW) at the time was 48-m higher than the present mean 
sea-level (MSL) [21]. Subsequently, MSL rapidly dropped 
80 m to its lowest level, circa 7000 years B.P. (core 15, Fig. 
3) and thereafter rose steadily at a rate of 15 cm/century to 
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together with the positions of highest high-water (HI  W }  a n d  lowest h ) w - w a c r  ( I L W )  f o r  the l w o  d a t e s .  S u p e r i m p o s e d  o n  the pro)file are the simpl i[¢d 
t i f f~oslrat igrai . t f ic  l ogs  o f  t 2  o f  the  17 vibmcores. 

its present level I24,25). It is during the period of rapid sea- 
level charges that the tidal regime has been shown to change 
based on numeric modelling tl l J. Such modelling substan- 
tiates previous interpretations of tidal changes based on the 
stratigraphy from other parts of the bay 19], 

The Data Base 

A m~ior survey was undertaken during I978 to determhm 
the sedimentary character of' the Chignecto Bay system. The 

survey involved the collection ol  high-resolutior~ seismic re" 
flection profiles and side-scan sonograms (587 line kin), air 
gun seismic mflecti(m profiles (230 line kin), 12 gravity coreS, 
2l vibrocores, and 95 seabed grab samples It91. S u b ¢  
quently, 32 anchor stations were occupied during seV# 
oceanographic cruises to measure the physical, chemical alld 
bMogical character of the water masses over complete tidal 
cycles. At the same time. two wave-rider buoys and two tide 
gauges were established, together with 11 self-recording cd" 
rant meter strings. 
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The cruise data have been reviewed by Amos and Asprey 
1261, ;:tnd the bottom sediment distributkm evahmted by t4us- 
sain 1271 ̀ Many of the initial findings are reviewed'in the 
text by Gordon and Dadswell [28]. 

The location of the vibrocores relErred to in this paper are 
shown in Figure t. 

Lithofaeies 

Sere • , , 
~,,. n !ltho[acms and three subfacies (presented below) were 
a~iil~ e~,l on the basis of detailed visual and X-radioaraphic 
M". )isis of the vibrocores. The tormat used in modified from 

~all I29,301 and is based on grain size, primary sedimen- 
tary structure, bic, turbation, biogenic composition, and bed- 
diag characteristics [31 I, 

(1) &u'ies M--claw nmssive to indistinctly laminated clay 
exhibiting abundantve,~ical and horizontal bum',wing and 
the presence of shell material throughout; the {hcies can con,~ 
tain up to 15% silt or very fine sand in isolated lenses, 

(IA) Su}~bcies. Mp--gravelh clay: as facies M but in- 
etudes 10 to 30% of randomly dispersed m'avel. 

(1 B) Subfacies Mpb~ biomrbated ~,r~n'elh' clay: sinai- 
tar to subfacies Mp, but the matrix is highly bioturbated. 

(2) Facies L---lenticular beddedfiHes/sand: facies M (60 
to 85%) interlaminated to interbedded with rippled silts or 
Very fine sand: the sand laminae lie on eroskmat surfaces and 
show Planar crossqaminations, 60(3/)) . . . .  Facies. W--~-wa,,ev bedded sa,,d/fi,,e.,': facies M(4()t:o 

" mter/aminated or interbedded with wavey bedded silt 
<~r medium sand; the sand lies on eroskmal surfaces and ex- 
l~ihits Planar cross-lamination and low-angle reactivation sur- 
faces; bioturbation, when present, occurs in the troughs of 
sand laminae. 

eh }5) Facies S---sand: massive medium to coarse grain sand 
b~alaeterized by an erosional base and olden capped by a 
,~jYer of Coarse sand; abundant  shell f ragments  occur  
mroughout. 

:! " , :  :.." 71,.' :~7 ; ~ "  ', :~:'.:::.' massive to poorly 

thick; the bases of 

(6) Facies G--gravel: massive bedded units of well rounded 
at~d well sorted granules or pebbles in a shell-bearing sandy 
mat6x (20 to 40%); the upper surface of this unit is usually 
well defined and demonstrates an abrupt transition to the 
OVerlying unit. 

i ~'(7) Facies, P-.-~peat" carbonaceous laminated clay exhib- 
U l ]  ~ r - " . . . . . . . . .  

g oot structures in{erlaminated with massive clay and peat  

Seismostrat igraphy and [Athos{ratigraphy 

165 

The distribution of surficial sublittoral sediments in the Chig- 
necto Bay is controlled largely by the paleo°topography pro- 
duced by submerged pre-Wisconsin drainage channels and 
adiacent wave-cut terraces. The paleo-channels are partially 
infilled with up to 60 m of unconsolidated sediments. The 
sequence is interpreted to be characterized by five seismo- 
stratigraphic milts separated by four distinct acoustic discon- 
tinuities. An example of the seismic character of these units 
is shown in Figure 4. In general, the lithok~gy, stratigraphy, 
chronology, and biostmtigraphy derived from the analyzed 
vibrocores corresponded well with the established seismo- 
stratigraphic units. The tbltowh~g is the interpreted sequence: 

Unit Description Age (yr) 

(R) Modern sand or gravel <3000 
(GI) lnterlaminated sand/fines 3000-6000 
(G2) [nteriaminated sand/fines 6000-.-9000 
(G3) Massive sand and gravel 9000- I3 ,500  
(G4) Glacio-marine or ablation till > I3 ,500  

The 17 age determinations used are listed in 'Fable I, and 
the facies types characterizing each seismostratigraphic unit 
are given in Table 2. Appreciable cliff)fences both in facies 
and macrofaunat assemblages were detected between the 
sampled units. 

Stratigraphic units G3 and G4 comprise up to 50 m of the 
section and are discontinuous in their distribution. G4 is ira. 
terpmted purely on the basis of seismic dam and is consid- 
ered to be the lateral equivalent of proglacia[ outwash sands 
and ablation tills deposited under submarine conditions ap- 
proxinmtely 13,500 years ago [21,321. Upper G3 was re- 
covered in the base of  cores [ and 3 (Fig. 3) and comprises 
well sorted gravel and sand. C14 age determinations of  shell 
material yielded dates of 942(t :e 560 (GX-6673) and 9170 
± 370 (GX-6674) years rap. 

Unit G2 varies in thickness from 5 to l0 m, It is composed 
of massive to indistinctly laminated clayey fines (44%), ten- 
ticularly bedded silts (39%), peat (7%). and minor amounts 
of wavey, planar cross-laminated or pebNy sands (10%), 
Laminae am disrupted by vertically and horizontally oriented 
burrows. The unit co~mtins a rich macrot\auna (Acmoci,m 
cam:~Hcata, Crepidula ]br**icam, Cerastoderma pinmda¢im:~, 
Mutinia laterahts, Mifrelk~ bream, and Macoma balthica). 
Two horizons of salt marsh peat are interdigitated with /en- 
ticular bedding in the upper bay, lbrming cyctes 1 and 2.5- 
m thick. The base of the peats yields a C 14 dale of 7140 :±: 
160 (GX-6689) years a.p. and delimits the local minimmn 
stand of sea level, 

Unit G I wiries in thickness to a maximum of 8 m. It is 
composed of Rnticularly bedded fines (72%), flaser-bedded 
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Table t, Con'etation Betweeil C t 4  Age Detem~inafion, Core, Sample Depll~ 
fblow Mean Sea Level and the Scismo-S{ratigiaphic Unit Assigned to the 
-IZ A-__2}atysed Horizons 

~n}}le  # Core # Depth Ira} Age tq~it l.ab # 

I (T)  15 25 7995 2 :245  G2 GX-6690 
2 IT) 15 25 7 t 4 o  ::~:: t60 G2 GX-6689 
3 (T) 15 23 6660 ::: 175 G2 GX-(}688 
4 (]'} 15 20 473(} 205 Gi GX.-6687 
5 {T) 14 2(} 7365 " ~ ;  .e ~4~ G 1 G X4W-~86 
6 {T') 7 31 5110 :2 :220  (i l  GX,-6679 
7 Cth 4 38 7325 ::t 280 G2 GX-6677 
8 (S) 4 38 6745 245 (i2 GX~t'~678 
9 {S) }, 42 9170 ' i  37{} {}3 GX.4'~674 

I() (S) I 4{~ 9420 :t 560 G3 GX-6673 
I1 iT) t I 33 7530 180 G2 GX-,6(',82 
12 (S} 9 26 2485 :t t40 (]1 GXo6()80 
t3 (S} 18 25 3 3 t 0 : 2  t90 (.]l GX4}69I 
14 (T) 10 2'2 46(~0 :~: 22{ (]2 GX.6¢',81 
15 (S) 4 36 6,835 :~. 48C} G1 (iX-e, h75 
16 ~S) 12 27 757o 420 (}2 GX~6,684 
I7 {T) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  13 18 6('~!)0 :< 245 G 1 GX-.6685 

{S} indicates an analysis of the shell fraction truly: IT} imticale,,, a~ analysis 
l~de oil lhe entire smnple. 

muddy Sands (16%), clayey fines (6%), and waver bedded 
 ,!ddy sa,ds Gravel and plana, cro s-h mi,,;.ted sand 
eds occt~r throu~zhout the sequence. The macrofl)ssil assem- 
~age is distinct t'rom that in unit G2. but ix equally as rich 

(Ensis direcms, Th3,asira jlexvosa, Oenopam hau~gdari~& 
Ll~na&~ palli&:l, and Hv~h'obia torrent). This unit was de- 
Posited under littoral c{mditions in the inner portion of the 
bay, and under sublittoral conclitJons seawards. Upper GI ,  
eCnvered {'rein the inner bay, was also deposited tinder sub- 
L~ttoral Conditions, 

Unit R is the recent sedimentary unit considered to be in 
equilibrium with existing macrotidal conditions. It varies in ' x  

tlt]ckness to a maximum of 6 m and is thickest within the 
fie°d-dominant region of western Chignecto Bay and at  the 
~oulhs of the Cumberland Basin and Shepody Bay. The base 
of tile unit is characterized by sublittoral sand that shows 

"S:,J}k~]:~ ~" 2. Type and Abundance of Defined Facies and Sv]~facies for 1he 
• ~mm|ea ,, ". . , . -'-,-~.L222~+ <~e t s most rat t g r a ph m Units 

Unit 
]:facies 
~ - - . ~ - . ~ . _ _ _  G3 (}2 (7i I R 

M 
Mp . . . . . . .  I2% 6~>~ . . . . . . . . .  

...... 2q  ....... t 3% 
Mpb 

Ie .......... 48 48 . . . . . . . . .  
........... 2 % 16 % ...... 

Sc t S;~ ............. 12% 
8p 100% 25{ 2':;{ 67g 
(i 
P 

-~-.. - ..... 7% ................. 

large-scale cross-bedding, The nmjority of the sequence is 
capped by a gravel lag layer considered to be the product of 
current winnowing or ice rafting of shoreline material. In the 
western part of the bay. the upper part of the sequence con>. 
prises a thin (l m) layer of mobile transgressive sand exhib- 
iting sand waves, two- and three-dimensional megaripples, 
and sand ribbons. 

Diseusshm 

The relationship of the tithostratigraphy of the units defined 
in this report to changing seaqevet and tidal range is dem-. 
onstrated in Figures 2 and 3. A comparison is nmde between 
sequences and facies deposited under littoral and sublittoral 
environments subject to mesotMal or macrotktat conditions, 
Figure 2 shows the absolute elevation (relative to presenl MSL) 
of t7 C l4-dated horizons and fl~e relationship of the data 
points to the contemporaneous MSL and tidal extremes. Fig- 
ure 3 shows the position and Iithostratigraphy of ~2 of the 
17 vibrocores plotted on a longitudinal section of the Chig- 
necto Bay, The simplified Iilhostratigraphic togs are illus- 
trated with the appropriate trait designation and age deter- 
minations. 

The depositk-mal enviRmment of unit G4. based on the sea° 
level curve shown in Figure 2, is sublittoral. This unit was 
detected on seismic records, but was not sampled in the cor- 
ing program, Marine conditions at the time are interpreted 
to be microtidal [t0t.  

During G3 times, Chignecto Bay was exclusively sublit- 
total marine, The water depth during this time interval be- 
came shallower by approximately 60 m. Despite this shoaP 
ing, the upper sectiort of the unit observed in cores I and 3 
was deposited 30-m below MSL. No independent inii~rma- 
tion on tidal range is available for this time period. However, 
tile prevelance of facies G and S (Table 2) is compatible with 
macrotidal rather than mesotidal or microtidal conditions. 

The mean sea-level (MS[.) during early G2 times contim 
ued to drop. The distinct seismostratigraphic discontinuity 
that separates G3 from G2 is accompanied by a change in 
tithology to a domimmce of facies M and L. The base of unit 
G2 (core 3) shows a greater proportion of facies S than does 
tile mid-portion of the unit, The discontinuity in facies type 
is believed to represent the mmsition from macrotidal to high 
energy mesotidal conditions that occurred between 9()00 and 
8000 years B.P. Only the lower portion of G2 is preserved 
in the outer bay. However, the middle and upper parts of G2 
are well represented in the inner bay (cotes 11 to 15). Faunal 
identification of the mid-section of core 15 shows it to have 
formed in tile higher intertidal zone (Miller, personal corn-. 
nmnication, 1984L This evidence thus defines a low stand 
of sea :level at 7000 years B,P, The predominance of facies 
P, L, and M agrees well with a transition from sublittoral to 
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littoral conditions in the inner bay, The tidal range at that 
time is interpreted to be no greater than 25% of that at pre> 
ent and perhaps the smallest to have occurred during post- 
glacial times { 111. Seismic records of the sequence show it 
to be dissected by a number of erosional surfaces associated 
with channels. 

The upper part of unit (32, preserved in corns I1 and 12, 
was deposited under conditions of rising sea level. The local 
depositional environment was littoral to subtittoral and char- 
acterized in the stratigraphic record by an increase in facies 
S. This increase is coincident with the amplification in tidal 
range that leads to the orlset of macrotidal conditions at ap- 
proximately 6000--4000 years Bop. 

During the formation of unit G 1, sea level rose rapidly and 
was associated witll a I00% amplification of the tide to a 
range of approximately 10 m. Unit Gl was deposited in the 
outer bay in a sublittoral setting (35~m below MSL). The unit 
is characterized by isolated sequences of t)cies S interbedded 
with facies L and F. The dominance of facies 1,, and F with 
a decrease in facies M appears more typical of the rnesotidal 
channel wall deposits described by l 'erwindt {1711, in the in- 
ner bay, lower G I is littoral (dates 5, and 17: Fig. 2) and is 
characterized by thick sequences of facies L and W inter- 
spersed with lesser amounts of filcies S than exist seawards. 
The upper pm~ of the sequence is sublittorat macrotidat and 
characterized by thick sequences of facies L and F inter- 

spersed with massive beds ol  facies S. 
Only the sublittoral portion of unit R was sampled irl tl~c 

coring program, This unit was deposited under high energ, 
macrotidal conditions and shows the predominance of facies 
Mp and S. In contrast to the littoral zone, the sublittoral sec- 
tion is poorly preserved and represented by thin migrati~lg 
sand bodies or erosional lags. The unit rests on a nearly ubiq" 
uitous erosional surface that has removed up to 40-111 Of pr e~ 
recent sediments, 

A synthesis of the this interpretation is given in Figure 5, 
A dit!i)mnt stratigraphic sequence emerges from the i~mer 
and outer portions of the bay, reflecting the relative positkms 
of sea level through time, Contributing to the complexity of 
the sequence are the clearly observable efliects of a changi~g 
tidal range. In addition, the absence of a supply of sand dt~P 
trig recent times has limited the developmem of a full sub" 
littoral sequence. Constraints in sequence development i~> 
posed by the budget of  sediment to Chignecto Bay are, 
therefore, considered significant. Thus, the resulting tidal se- 
quence is lk:~r more complex than exisiing models allow at~d 
suggests that many tidal sequences, although generally idcm 
tifiable in the geologic record, may be misinteq)reted in terms 
of their detailed ew)lution. 

It is noted that the observed lithologic relationships to Iidat 
range and sea level correlam well with those presented by 
Terwindt {161, Both sets of data were derived from estuaries 

CHIGNECTO BAY"TIDALITE" TYPE SECTION 

SUB" L ITTORAL (SUB-T IDAL )  
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I N N E R  BAY 
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G 
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Figure 5. A schematic section of ~he sublittoral stratigraphy of the Chignecto Bay region for the inner and outer portieres of the bay~ 
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dominated by fine%rained sediment and do not conflict with 
the interpretations of Boothroyd [331. who worked in sand- 
dominated estuaries. The composite stratigraphy of a sand- 
dominated estuary subject to a post-glacial history similar to 
that of Chignecu-~ Bay is unknown at this time. 
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